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Welcome to my first walkthrough ever.It is 
about Zoids Legacy. 

LEGAL STUFF 
----------- 
You can do whatever you want with this guide 
unless you don't claim it as your own work.If 
you want to put it on your site just send me 
an e-mail at johnjohnjohn6662003@yahoo.com 

NOTE:This guide is not yet finished so I will 
make updates every week until I finish it.If 
you want to help or you want to make some 
corrections then you should e-mail ma at the 
address above.Make sure the subject is named 
Zoids Legacy. 

Let's not waste any more time.Off with the 
walkthrough. 
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1)ZOIDS LEGACY WALKTHROUGH 
-------------------------- 

After the Entry video, your hero (we will call him Zeru 
for more convenience) will enter the Cebu Town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[                Cebu Town                     ] 
[ITEMS:Armor plus weapon,Lsr. M Gun, CA Ion S  ] 
[Deck commands(DC): Supplier,Data Gather       ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Upon entering the town, talk to the townspeople to 
learn about Zoid warriors.Go to the upper right corner 
of the town and open a chest to find an Armor Plus 
weapon.Equip it immediately.Enter the building in the 
lower right corner (the one with the open door) and 
talk to the old man to the left to memorize the 
Supplier deck command.Exit this building and enter the 
one in the lower left corner with a sign with some 
kind of key outside.Open the chest there to find a 
Lsr. M Gun and equip it.There in nothing good at the 
store except for the Partcl. Gun but it costs way too 
much so leave it for now.Now enter the building with 
a sign of a hammer outside and open the chest there 
to find a CA Ion S.Don't buy anything for now and exit 
the shop.Now, head to the big building north of town. 
Talk to the first scientist to learn about the deck 
commands and memorize Data Gather. 1 deck command. 
Talk to the second scientist and upgrade your Zoid's 
defense twice (by 10).Then leave the building and the 
town.

Outside of town, level up a little and earn some money 
to buy the Partcl. Gun and upgrade your Zoid as you 
like.When finished head left of town and near the 
mountains to start a battle with some Zoids.When you 
destroy them a woman will come and help/join your 
team.Then you will have to fight another pair of 
Molgas.When you defeat them, the "Mystery Warrior" 
will leave your party.Now, you can either got to the 
next part of the game or stay and level for a while. 
I stayed until I was lvl 3 and I upgraded my zoid A 
LOT (just make good use of your Supplier DC).Anyway, 
after you are finished, head left and a little north 
to reach the second town of the game. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[                Llama Town                    ] 
[ITEMS:Sml Laser Weapon,                       ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Friendship,Conservation     ] 



[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Upon entering, talk to the townspeople if you want to 
learn about Zoid battles and head to the building with 
a sign of a key (I think it is a drill actually) in 
the lower left corner of the town.Enter it and go up 
to find a chest with a Sml Laser Weapon.From the shop 
buy a Twin Laser and equip it if you want.You could buy an 
antiair weapon as well but not necessarily.Exit the 
shop and enter the one at its right with the hammer. 
Open the chest to your left to find a Reaact U. item. 
Go to the building with a picture of a Zoid if you 
need any improvements for the Sabelion.Finally, enter 
the building with a feather outside and talk to the 
receptionist to learn that you need a partner if you 
want to take part in Zoid battles.Let's find one. 
Enter the laboratory (with the zoid outside), speak 
to the woman there and then get out again.You will 
meet the "Mystery Warrior" again (you will learn that 
her name is Juno).She agrees to join your team and 
let you use her Gun Tiger Zoid along with the 
Friendship and the Conservation DC.Now press START 
and go to the team menu.Put the Gun Tiger in a 
position and now you can participate in the battles. 
But, before that go and earn some money in order to 
improve the second Zoid.Anyway, after you are done, 
go and take part in the Zoids battle. 

1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Cannon 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Killer 

3rd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Saicurtis 

4th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Bugs 

5th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Atak Kat 

So let's keep up with the walkthrough.When you exit 
the town head all the way west to find another one. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[                Old Village                   ] 
[ITEMS:Gatling Weapon                          ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Mines                       ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

When you enter the village, a short scene will take 
place.Bandits are raiding the temple and you will have 
to help.The villager will lead you to the temple and 
there you will have a conversation with a couple of 



bandits.The one will ran away but you will have to 
fight with the other one. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Enemies' HP: 

Northest hellrunner: 51 
Middle hellrunner: 45 
Southest hellrunner: 45 
Back hellrunner: 48 

This fight might be called a "boss battle" but actually 
it is very easy.All of the enemy zoids can be taken out 
in one hit and if you have the Twin Laser you can 
destroy two of them in one hit.Nothing difficult here. 

After the battle, the bandits will flee but so does 
Juno.You will have to follow her north but first we have 
some business in the village.First enter the drillshop  
(I will call the shops depending on the sign outside), 
head north and then right to find a chest with a Gatling 
weapon and improve your zoid a little. 
  
After you are done head out of the village and head 
north.A short scene will take place and then a battle 
will start. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Redler's HP: Less than 80 

This Zoid avoids easily the attacks but it is low on HP. 
Use your Twin Laser attack and pray that you will hit it. 
It's a One Hit K.O. 

After the battle, you will be transfered back to the  
town.Enter the house above you to learn something about 
both heroes' pasts.But suddenly a kid says that those 
good-for-nothing bandits are back.Another battle here: 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Guysack's HP: 90 

Easy battle.He should be gone after two hits.Weak attack 
too.This is barely a boss battle. 

When you win, you will find out that Juno is gone so 
you will have to find her once again.First, go to the 



restaurant and talk to the old man to memorise the Mines 
DC.Then exit the town. 

Head north and when the path splits, follow the right 
one to reach: 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Outlaws Town                    ] 
[ITEMS:1000G,Hammer Rock Data,CA Ion M         ] 
[Deck commands(DC):CoreSecurity1               ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

When you first enter, talk to the people to gather some 
info.Then head to the upper right corner of the town 
and open a chest for 1000G.Now from the entrance, go 
left past the hammershop and in the small building. 
Open the chest to find the Hammer Rock Data.Now head 
to the Zoidshop to see a short scene and take a pilot 
named Bit in your team.Head left to find a chest with 
a CA Ion M item.Talk to the scientist near the entrance 
to memorise the CoreSecurity1 DC and exit the building. 
Head to the house where you found the Hammer Rock Data. 
A scene will take place and you will be given an 
option.Whatever you choose, the result will be a battle 
so choose either. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Hammer Rock's HP: 165 

Easy,easy and easy.Just attack normally and this battle 
will be a breeze.Nothing to worry about. 

After the battle, a scene will take place and now we 
have to go to the Galil stadium.So, off we go.Exit 
the town and head east and a little bit north until 
you reach the stadium. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[            Galilstorm                        ] 
[ITEMS:Command Wolf Data,Z Core SS Parts       ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Junk Parts                  ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go to the restaurant and speak to the old man to learn 
the Junk Parts DC.Enter the Zoidshop and go to the 
lowest right corner to find a Command Wolf Data and a 
Z Core SS Parts.From the drillshop buy either the SD 
railgun or the Aslt Rifle.It's your choice.Now last but 
not least, go to feather shop and join the Zoid Battle. 



1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Breaker 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Viper 

Quarter Final: Team Zeru vs Team Bomber 

Semi-Final: Team Zeru vs Team Hunter 

Final Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Leviathe 

After the last battle, Leviathe will finally agree to 
give Juno back to you but as you go to the waiting 
room, a strange man enters and hits you in the back. 
When you wake up, Juno is missing an a scene takes 
place.Now exit the town and head east into a cave. 

{---------------------------------------------------} 
{NOTE:The next part in the cave is just for level up} 
{and treasure hunting purposes for now.If you want  } 
{you can skip this part and continue with the game. } 
{---------------------------------------------------} 

E.SEA RUINS BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

This is actually the first dungeon of the game.Follow 
the path and at the first intersection head southThere 
follow both both paths,the left for a CA Ions S item and 
the right for 1500G.Now head back at the first intersection 
and head right.Then go north to find a chest with a CA Ion 
S item.After that, continue the path south and steer right 
at the intersection to find a chest with a Z Core H1 part. 
Continue the path north and then right and right again 
at the intersetion to find a chest with 2500G and the 
entrance to the 2nd floor. 

Upon entering the 2nd Floor, open the two chests that 
are above you to find a Lg Armor + weapon and an 
Accltd Cn. weapon.Continue this path and head left at 
the first intersection.Head all the way left and when 
you are stopped by the wall head all the way north to 
find a chest.Open it to acquire Z Core IS part.Now 
head right and on your way go a little south to find 
another chest that contains a React U. item.Continue 
left to reach the entrance from where you started.From 
there, head all the way right to find a chest with the 
Cannonry U part.Head north and when you reach the 
intersection head left for a chest with a CA Ion M item 
and continue north and all the way left to find a chest 
with a CA Ion S item.Now head back and a little south 
to find the entrance for 1st floor again. 

Upon entering, go south to find a chest with the Muddy 
Ground DC.We are done with this cave for now.Head 
back to the city in order to continue the story of the 
game.



From Galistorm, head all the way north and right to 
find the next town.But before you enter it, a long 
scene will take place.After the scene, you will get 
another Zoid, an organoid and two datas.Then, you will 
be automatically transfered to Mount Town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[            Mount Town                        ] 
[ITEMS:Smoke Unit weapon,ZC Promo item         ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Phew.Another town to explore.Firstly,go right and into 
the drillshop.Open the chest there to find a Smoke 
Unit weapon.Exit the shop and go left into the hammer 
shop.Open the chest there to find an ZC Promo item. 
Enter the restaurant and speak with the waitress and 
the man with the red sweater and choose the first 
option when you can.Last but not least, enter the 
feather shop to participate in the battles. 

1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Wolf 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Rocket (pokemon anyone?) 

3rd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Liger 

4th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Tiger 

5th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Kong 

But wait...Just before you win intruders on the field. 
After this long and confusing dialog, you will get the 
Mosasledge Zoid,Leo Blaze Zoid,Unenlagia Zoid,Nightwise 
Zoid as well as three new pilots.Yeah!Bad thing:they 
don't have any equipment so you will have to buy some. 
Anyway, after you are ready, head to the entrance of 
the town to meet Dr T. 

When the talking finishes,head north on the world map 
to find a circle of light.You can go through it so 
head to the left of it instead.Follow the path until 
you enter the ruins.A dialog will occur and then a 
bandit comes and you battle. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Rev Raptor (x3): 180 HP 
Command Wolf: 130-200 HP 

This is an easy battle.It's 4x4 but your Zoids are far 
better than theirs.Use the organoid option with the 



Saberlion and you will be alright.Just attack normally 
and victory will be yours. 

After the battle, a short scene will take place as 
always and then you will be able to move again.Keep 
going north and a little left to reach the next town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[                Seas Town                     ] 
[ITEMS:DSC Unit parts,Zaber Fang data          ] 
[Deck commands(DC):F. Drgn Gattai              ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Enter the Zoidshop which is up and left and find two 
chests containing DSC Unit parts and the Zaber Fang 
data.Now head out and in the restaurant.There, you 
will find a bandit who will try to pick a fight with 
you.You can either choose to run away (Organoid 
becomes more blue) or fight (go to the feather shop 
and fight and you just earn exp).It's your choice. 
I chose to fight.Now,when you are transfered in the 
feathershop, you must have only Zan in your team if 
you want to battle him.If you do otherwise you will 
be pushed out of the building.I have received a lot, 
lot,lot of e-mails regarding this point so I put it 
on my walkthrough.(I have to admit though that I 
should have put it earlier.After you are done, speak 
to the bartender and choose the first option to 
whiten Pulse even more.Now, head to the entrance of 
the town to talk with Albane and memorise F. Drgn 
Gattai DC.

When you head out of the town you will go to the 
desert southwest in order to start the BLOX tests. 
The test will be interrupted by the Imperial Forces 
and just before you start Gattai vs Gattai battle, 
you are warped in a different world and go to an 
unknown town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[            Imperial Town                     ] 
[ITEMS:Dmgd rifle parts,ZC Promo item,         ] 
[IonRadiatr weapon,                            ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Change Energy,C. Drgn Gattai] 
[2-armL. Gattai                                ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Now that's what I call a city.Enter the hammershop 
and open two chests with a Dmgd rifle parts and ZC 
Promo item.Now head out and enter the drillshop on 
the top right of city.Open a chest there for a  
IonRadiatr weapon.Exit the shop and enter the Zoid 
shop to see a short scene.When you have to choose 
an option, choose the first if you want Pulse to 
whiten even more.After the talking, you will get 



a Blade Liger Zoid and a new pilot.Talk to the 
scientist at the top right to memorise the Change 
Energy DC.Exit the building and head to the bar 
and (guess what) another scene takes place.After 
it's done, you get a Demon's Head Zoid,a Diplo 
Guns ZOid,a Flyscissors Zoid,a Shell Karn Zoid, 
a C. Drgn Gattai DC and three new pilots.After you 
are ready, exit the town and you will learn the 
2-armL. Gattai DC.Now. head north along the path 
and you will find a Republic Warrior ,Herman, that 
will join your party with his Gojulas Zoid.Keep 
heading east now and you will eventually reach a 
town and a scene will take place. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Iron Kong (x2): 408 HP        
Iron Kong PK: 550-830 HP 
RideBlunker (x2): 255 HP 
Red Horn BG: 408 

Not very easy,not too hard.Those guys have some 
strong attacks.Take out the Rideblunkers and Iron 
Kongs first then give it all you've got to the rest 
of them.Eventually they will fall. 

After the battle, there will be a little talking 
and Irvine with his Comm. Wolf IS Zoid and Moonbay 
will join you.You will learn the Cobering Fire DC 
too.But Van will leave the party.So will Herman, 
unfortunately.When you can finally move, go north 
and follow the path and when you reach a T 
intersection steer right and follow the loooooong 
path for a scene with Pulse to take place.Choose 
the second option when you are prompted to to make 
Pulse more blue and then continue following the 
path.Steer left at the T intersection and prepare 
for a battle. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Zaber Fang ATs (x2): 368 HP (n), 391 HP (s) 
Zaber Fang RS: 288 
GuysackStingr:574-639 HP 

Easy battle.Just watch out for the freezing effect 
of their attack. 

After the battle, Irvine and Moonbay will leave 
the party but Irvine will give you his Comm. Wolf 
IS data.Then, the party will jump to the warp and 
return ,apparently, back to the world they met. 
When you have to choose between two options, pick 



the first if you want to "whiten" Pulse.After the 
talking, you will find yourself to: 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[                Live Town                     ] 
[ITEMS:2 hispd C. weapon,                      ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Redistributn.               ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Fisrt thing to do here:go to the drillshop and 
open a chest there for a 2 hispd C. weapon.Now go 
to the Zoidshop and open a chest to find the 
Redistributn. DC.Go the bar and talk to the man 
to the north.Pick the first choice to whiten 
Pulse.Now exit the town. 

From here go west towards some ruins.Your party 
argues for whether they should go or not.Finally, 
they decide to go so enter the ruins. 

LIVE RUINS BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

From the entrance head north until you find 
another Zoid.You will meet Alster who will join 
you along with his Liger Zero Zoid.Continue 
north and a little west to find a chest with a 
CA Ion M item.Now head east and just below the 
what seems like a door to find another chest  
containing another CA Ion M item.Continue east 
and north to find a chest with 5000G.Npw head 
south and east to find another chest containing 
the Z Core FL parts.Continue south and west to 
find another chest with a CA Ion S item.Just 
on the other side of it (to the east) there is 
another chest with the Z Core H2 parts inside. 
Now, continue south and east a little for a 
chest with an ZC Promo item.Go a little south 
again and east for another chest with a CA Ion 
L item and west for 5000G.Head back a little 
north and west for the entrance to the 2nd floor. 

Upon entering,go north all the way and east to 
reach a chest with the Attack U parts.Head back 
west,south when you can and east again for 
another chest with the Comm. Wolf AC data.Head 
back west, south when you can (all the way) and 
east for a chest with the EM Unit parts.Head 
back north and enter the second path to the 
right to find the exit to the 3rd floor. 

Head right and you will find a chest.Open it to 
find the Lmt. OS Parts.Head back left and up when 
you get a chance to find another chest with the 
Red Horn BG data.Now from the chest,go up and 
steer right in the first chance and then up again 
to find a chest with the Lightng Saix data.Now  
head left and into the 4th floor. 



From the entrance, head left and down to find a 
chest.It contains a CA Ion L item.Head right and 
you will find another chest with the LG Head parts 
then head back left and north.When you reach the 
interesection head right to find another Zoid. 
After a looooong talk you will obtain the Buster 
Eagle Zoid.Alster will then leave the party. 

You will be automatically transfered out of the 
cave and the team will decide that they have to 
go to the Sandstorm Arena.So head north.It may 
take you a while before you find it but keep 
looking and you will succeed.(I can't help you 
with this because I was lost too).Anyway,when 
do,enter the city. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Sandstorm                      ] 
[ITEMS:Evactn U item,Gojulas data              ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

As usual.Enter the hammershop,find chest,take Evactn 
U item.Now go the Zoidshop and open the chest there 
to find the Gojulas data.Improve your Zoids if you 
want and exit the building.There is nothing to do in 
the bar and drillshop so enter the feathershop.Take 
part in the battles. 

1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Blaster 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Flyer 
(Your team in this battle must consist of four 
flying Zoids) 

To be able to take part in the next battle,you must 
have a Zoid with size bigger than XL.To find one of 
those,go to the Live Cave you were before and try to 
gather the data of either Gojulas or Go(r)dos.Then 
go and "develop" it in a Zoidshop.After you have 
done that go for your third battle. 

Quarter Final: Team Zeru vs Team Gigant 

Semi-Final: Team Zeru vs Team Leomaster 
(recommended team for this battle:Saberlion,Shield 
Liger DCS and Comm. Wolf IS) 

Final: Team Zeru vs Team BD 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

North Flyer: 335 HP 



South Flyer: 335 HP 
Bloodler: 924-1070 HP 

This battle can be tricky.The boss attacks twice in 
a round and every attack is veeeeeery strong.If you 
use Saberlion,use your organoid IMMEDIATELY.That's 
what saved me in the battle.If you don't then attack 
with your more accurate and strong attacks.Victory 
will be yours eventually. 

When you win the battle, exit the town.You are now 
able to take part in Zoid Battles in the north 
continent.For now head north and west into the next 
town (it is between two lines of mountains).But on 
the way somebody stops you.You will face another boss 
battle: 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

S Liger DCS Js (x2): 400 HP 
R. Interceptor: 497-602 HP 
GojulasGunner : 1708-1632 HP 

I would say this is a tough battle.Concentrate first 
on the S Liger DCS Js and then on the Interceptor as 
it is low on hp.Then just keep pounding on Gojulas 
and you will win.All things considered,this an easy 
battle :D.

Now after the battle,the enemy will retreat and leave 
Juno behind.She will join your party and bring along 
your former enemy R. Interceptor Zoid.Now head north 
and pick the first option in the next dialog to make 
Pulse white even more.Now head north and enter the 
town.

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Bayside Town                   ] 
[ITEMS:CA Ion L item,Spark Liger data,         ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go straight to the Zoidshop for the two chests there. 
The first contains the Spark Liger data and the other 
one has a CA Ion L item.Now go to the bar.A scene will 
take place.Bit will join your party along with his 
Liger Zero Zoid,Betty with her Gun Sniper LS Zoid, 
Ballad with his Comm. Wolf AC Zoid and Jimmy with his 
Raynos Zoid.Now you have the ability to cross over 
shallow water. 

NOTE:This next part in not obligatory but you obtain 
a good item.It's not time consuming either. 



Go and buy some Evactn Us and use one to go to Gali- 
storm Stadium.Head left and cross the water.Get in the 
cave you find there and open the chest to find the Z 
Core FL parts.Get out of the cave.Use one Evactn and 
get back to Bayside.Head north on the water and cross 
the sea.You will find something that looks like a town. 
But it's not.It's a farm actually.Enter it. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Tros Farm                      ] 
[ITEMS:Evactn U item(x2),A-Lsr Arm. weapon,    ] 
[Energy Tank weapon,Thrustor weapon,LR Rifle   ] 
[weapon,HyperP Gun weapon,Gun Sniper LS data   ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

This area has only one building but before you go in 
it, look north at your left to find two chests and 
take an Evactn U item and an A-Lsr Arm. weapon.Now go 
inside.Head right and open the chest for an Evactn U 
item.Now head up to find the "room of treasures". 
Open all these chests for an Energy Tank weapon, a 
Thrustor weapon, an LR Rifle weapon,a HyperP Gun 
weapon and the Gun Sniper LS data.Now exit the "farm". 

On the world map, head left and you will be requestes 
to battle.The bad thing is that you don't have an 
option.You must fight.Save,pick 3 Zoids for the fight 
and head left. 

1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Stoller 

Elephander (f): 590 HP 
Elephander (b): 943-1019 HP 

This battle is somewhat easy.With Saberlion,use the 
organoid immediately and if you have Gun Sniper too 
then the battle will get easier.Bad thing:those Zoids 
have the best defence you have ever met in the game. 
But don't give up,you will make it. 

After the batle,continue left and you will be 
challenged again.But before you battle,you will go to 
town.

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Tarim City                     ] 
[ITEMS:Z Core KW parts                         ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go to the bar and talk to the waitress.Pick the first 
option to whiten your Pulse.Next stop, Zoidshop.There 
is a chest there.Open it to find the Z Core KW parts. 



Exit the town and you will go to battle.But first 
choose your two zoids well.I chose Shield Liger DCS 
and Liger Zero. 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Fluegel 

Blade Liger: 1010-1200 HP 
Gun Sniper NS: 704-904 HP 

Easy Battle.Use Organoid with Saberlion and Zero Jaeger 
(CAS) with the Liger Zero.Aim firstly for the Blade 
Liger and then for the Gun Sniper. 

After the battle,you will fight another one without 
time to rest.It's an ordinary battle.Easy. 

Rev Raptors (x3): 120 HP 
RdBlunker (I am not sure about the name): 150 HP 
>> >> >>: 126-302 HP 

After the battles,Head back to town to rest if you 
want.If not,continue heading west for yet another fight 
to start.You will be given the coordinates but you 
should stop by the town first. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Bell City                      ] 
[ITEMS:Konig Wolf data                         ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Enter the Zoidshop.Find a chest and open it for the 
Konig Wolf data.That's all.Exit the city and go on for 
the battle.Due to "a change of plans" Buffalo team  
won't be your opponent. 

3rd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Hooma 

Wardicks (x3): 250 HP 
>> >> >> >> >>: 745-920 HP 

Easy battle as always.Take out the front first and the 
back later. 

After the battle,continue left to find some Zaber Fangs. 
After the talking continue northe west and enter the 
city.

[----------------------------------------------] 
[               Sera City                      ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 



There is nothing to do here.Just repair your zoids and 
leave. 

Go west and you will talk with Raon.Then head north 
towards the Ruins and you will battle.The opponents 
are very easy but when you defeat them,something bad 
awaits.A Whale King!!But before that,another similar 
to the first battle will occur.Defeat those tooNow Tros 
will fight back and then....another battle.Win this one 
too.There will be a little blah blah now and then the 
fourth battle.But this one is a little tricky.The 
formation changed all by itself so this can bring you 
to a difficult position.After one turn,the front will 
go back and the back will come to the front.The same 
applies for them too.After the battle,Raon will leave 
at last.Now head north and to Romeo City! 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Romeo City                      ] 
[ITEMS:Gun Sniper NS data                      ] 
[Deck commands(DC):GriffinGattai,K. Dome Gattai] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go to the Zoidshop and talk to the scientist southeast 
to memorise the GriffinGattai DC.Open the chest too to 
find the Gun Sniper NS data.Now go to the bar.A battle 
will be arranged between you and Harry and Mary.Now 
leave the town. 

Head a little right and you will go in a battle mode. 

4th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Champ 

Iron Kongs (x2): 360 
I K Maneuver: 178-328  
Iron Kong PK: 308-428 

As always.Iron Kongs first,then the Maneuver and then 
the PK.Easy battle.Use the usual tactics. 

After the battle return to the city.Go to the bar and 
talk to the old man to memorise the K. Dome Gattai DC. 
Rest and head out of town and go right.Ballad wii leave 
the party.Now enter the town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Harpe City                      ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

There is nothing to do here but repair your Zoids. 
After you do so exit the town.Go north and you will 
be forced to choose only one Zoid for battle.Do so 



and let the battle begin. 

5th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Fox 

Shadow Fox: 680-880 

There is not any advice I can give here.The difficulty 
of the battle depends on what Zoid you chose.I chose my 
Liger Zero and the battle was soooo easy. 

After the Battle,Ballad will betray BD Team and join 
you with his Shadow Fox.Now continue northeast.After 
you pass the mountains,go south towards the lake and 
west.If you reach the correct place,Raon will be on the 
line and will challenge you in a battle at McCulley, a 
village east of where you are.Go to the village. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              McCulley                        ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Everyone will split up and you will be all on your 
own (not in battle).And you can't get out of city 
either.Go to the bar.After the scene you will find 
yourself out of the bar.Try to get out of the village 
to start a scene where everyone comes back.Now exit the 
town for your next battle with Raon. 

6th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Pierce 

StormSworderF (x4): 352 HP 
>> >> >> >>: 374 HP 
>> >> >> >>: 320-427 HP 

Tough battle.Take out the four with lowest HP first and 
leave the others for later. 

After the battle,go and repair your Zoids and then head 
right.Enter the town you see. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Morabu City                     ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):Gravity Strom               ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go to the bar and talk to Raon to learn the Gravity 
Strom DC.Now exit the town and go a little northeast. 
Another battle will take place. 

7th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Exciter 

Climber Wolf (x6): 247(x2),234(x2),208,260 



Easy battle.You shouldn't have a problem with that. 

After the battle, another one will occur: 

Stealth Viper: 150 HP 
Dark Horn HS: 178-418 HP 
Barigator: 105 HP 

Very,very easy battle.Come on,you don't need any 
hints for that. 

After the battle continue east.After the scene keep 
going right and into town. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Seral City                      ] 
[ITEMS:Liger Zero data,Zero Empire data        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go to the Zoidsshop and open the chest there to find 
the Liger Zero data and the Zero Empire data.Exit 
the town. 

Go south to battle once more.(note: have only Liger 
Zero on your team). 

8th Battle: Bit Cloud vs Stigma Stoller 

Elephander: 750-950 HP 

Easy battle.Just keep pounding and you will win. 

After the battle head east even more until your party 
decides that they want to stay on the beach.After a 
scene,you will find yourelf in battle.It's an easy 
and normal battle.After you win and the enemy leaves 
head east and enter the BD Outpost.A scene will take 
place and then another boss battle. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Berserk Fury: 870-1004 HP 
Geno Breaker: 846-976 HP (Thanks medamasters174@yahoo.ca for this info) 
Geno Hydra: 960-995 HP 

This is the toughest battle in the game so far.I was 
forced to gain two levels for everyone in order to 
defeat them.You shoulg go for the Geno Hydra first, 
Geno Breaker second and leave the Berserk Fury last 
because his shield will make you miss some turns. 

After the battle, Juno will be taken away from you. 



When you are prompted to choose an option,pick the 
first if you want to whiten Pulse by 3.After a short 
scene,you will enter a scorpion-like ship and be 
transfered very south.From where you are head a 
little south (you are currently above the south west 
continent) and you will start another battle.I won't 
put this as a boss battle.It's just a normal and 
easy fight.But so that you know: 

Trinity Liger: 419-614 HP 

After the battle the enemy team will join you:Athle 
with the Trinity Liger,Regina with a KonigWolf DSR, 
Earth with a KonigWolf DSR and Jack with a KonigWolf 
DSR as well.After the scene,head west and south.You 
will eventually find the entrance to: 

CAVE RUINS BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

{---------------------------------------------------} 
{NOTE:The ruins here are like a maze so I might miss} 
{some treasures.If you find anything email me.      } 
{---------------------------------------------------} 

From the entrance head east as the south and the 
north paths soon lead to a dead end.In the first 
intersection head south and follow the south east 
path to come to another intersection.Go north to find 
a chest with an E Shielder weapon.Go back and south 
this time.Keep following the south wall and you will 
eventually find a chest with 11500G.Now head back 
at the first chance go north to find another inter- 
section.Go east and you will find a chest with 13700G 
inside.Go north from there and take the first turn 
left(west) for a short scene to take place.Keep 
going west to find the entrance for the 2nd floor. 

From the entrance head south, a little west and then 
again south to find a chest with 5200G.From there, go 
east to find another chest with a RTans U item.Now 
head back to the entrance and head north this time. 
When you can, go left to find a chest with a CA Ion M 
item.Then, go north and all the way to the right when 
you can't anymore.Then go south to find a chest with 
a Poison Gas weapon and the entrance to yet another 
floor.This is the 3rd. 

From the entrance head south until you come to an 
intersection.There head east and follow the path to 
find a chest containing a Spread Mis Weapon.Now head 
back to the intersection and go west,a little south 
and east into a room to a chest with 7500G.Head back 
out of the room and south for yet another chest which 
contains the Beam Screen Deck Command.Head west and 
north for a chest with an Eleshot weapon.Head back 
south and into the narrow path.Follow it to reach 
the entrance to the 4th floor. 

From the entrance, head south,west and south again to 
find a chest with the Dark Sniper Data.Head back to 



entrance and this time head east to find yourself in 
another intersection.Head east and you will have two 
options:south or north.Head all the way to the north, 
all the way west and south to find a chest with 4200G 
and then back to the intersection.From there head a 
little north east and then north to find another 
chest that has an Evactn U item.Now head all the way 
south to find another chest with a Charged P. weapon. 
Head north and west and then south.Go east when you 
can to enter a room with a chest containing the EM 
Unit Parts.Head out if the room,south,west and then 
north to find the entrance to the 5th floor. 

From the entrance head south until you come to an 
intersection.Head left and north when you can to get 
to a chest with the X Unit parts.Head back south and 
continue left for another chest with the Trinity 
Liger data.Head north and follow the path.When you 
find an intersection head all the way north until 
you get into a battle from which you cannot retreat. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Gojulas Gunner: 510-670 HP 
Gojulas the Ogre: 560-740 HP 
Gojulas Gunner: 387-517 HP 

Very easy battle.They are too slow and their attacks 
most likely will miss their target. 

After the battle a scene will take place.When you 
have to pick an option out of three pick the first 
to "whiten" +3 Pulse,the second for blue +4 and the 
third for red +2,blue +1 and black +2.It's up to you. 
Anyway, after the option you will acquire the Blitz 
Tiger Zoid and you will be automatically transfered 
out of the cave (Thank God). 

When out of the cave head south and west and you 
will learn about your next opponent who is Cisco Team 
and decide to go to the next arena.So head south and 
east to reach: 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Sand City                       ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go straight to the Zoidshop for any necessary repairs 
and customizes.Then head to the feathershop.Choose 
only three Zoids for this battle and talk to the man 
there. 

9th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Cisco 
  



BladeLiger AB: 1030-1480 HP 
Gun Sniper NS: 717-1024 HP 
Lightng Saix: 769-1082 HP 

Moderate battle.Make sure you destroy the Blade Liger 
first. 

After the battle and some chat, Leon and the  
BladeLiger AB,Naomi and her Gun Sniper NS and JackCisco 
with his Lightng Saix will join you.Now head out of 
the city and continue south.An airship will approach 
and challenge you to a battle.Head a little more south 
and enter the city you see. 

[----------------------------------------------] 
[              Rock City                       ] 
[ITEMS:                                        ] 
[Deck commands(DC):                            ] 
[                                              ] 
[----------------------------------------------] 

Go the left if you want anything from the Zoidshop. 
If not, head north and into the feathershop.Talk to the 
receptionist and you will battle once more. 

10th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Harry 

ZaberFang TS (north): 310-436 HP 
ZaberFang TS (middle): 310-436 HP 
ZaberFang TS (south): 310-436 HP 
Dark Horn HS: 322-562 HP 

That's a ridiculously easy battle.There are a lot of  
zoids indeed but they are very low on hp so they should 
be a breeze.If not,then you are in big trouble. 

After the battle you will take another battlers with 
you.Harry with his Dark Horn HS,Benjamin.You will also 
get the Dark Horn HS data as well as the HS Set parts. 
Sebastian will join too as well as Lineback with his 
Zaber Fang TS,Omari with his Zaber Fang TS and Kirkland 
with his... Zaber Fang TS.Finally,you will acquire the 
Tiger spir parts.Now get out of the city. 

Our next objective is to win the Island battles.If you 
took your time to explore a little the world map you 
would see some little islands in the middle of the sea. 
Totally,there are for of them.On those islands there 
are some stadiums and we will have to go there.First we 
will go to the Silver Dome which is northwest of your 
current position. 

SILVER DOME 

When you enter,head straight north into the building. 

1st Island Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Guardian 

StormSworderF (north): 431-646HP Lightng Saix: 336-552HP 



Iron Kong SS: 582-798HP         BladeLiger AB: 466-656HP 
StormSworderF (south): 115-246HP      Dibison: 316-546HP 

Easy battle as well.Just pound normally and the win will 
come.

After the battle you will recieve the Iron Kong SS data 
and the Dibison data.Also,Van with his BladeLiger AB, 
Irvine with his Lightng Saix,Fiona,Moonbay,Schwarz with 
his Iron Kong SS,Thoma with his Dibison will join you. 

Now take your party of 30 (that's a lot of people) and 
head south to the Gold Dome. 

GOLD DOME 

When you enter,head straight north into the building. 

2nd Island Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Alster 

Geno Breaker: 390-790 HP 
Pteramander: 455-737 HP 
ZeroSchneider: 435-717 HP 

Easy battle here too.Use the same strategy as before. 

After the battle,Alster with his ZeroSchneider,Palty 
with her Pteramander and Solid with his Geno Breaker 
will join you.You will also be given the Trinity Liger 
BA data and the BA Unit parts. 

Now from where you are,head west and a little north in 
order to find the Platinum Dome. 

PLATINUM DOME 

When you enter,head straight north into the building. 

3rd Island Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Ala Barone 
(This battle requires 3 Zoids.Don't be confused by 
the word vessels.) 

StormSworderFX (north): 480-634 HP 
StormSworderFX (Middleback): 480-634 HP 
StormSworderFX (south): 480-634 HP 

Somewhat easy battle.Use same strategy. 

After the battle,Red Mask with his StormSworderFX, 
Purple Mask with his StormSworderFX and RoyalMask 
with his StormSworderFX will join you. 

Last but not least,Diamond Dome.In order to get there, 
just head north. 

DIAMOND DOME 

When you enter,head straight north into the building. 

4th Island Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Helic 



Liger Aero: 630-1089 HP 
Gojulas the Ogre: 974-1214 HP 
Gravity Bison: 415-765 HP 
Gun Blaster (back): 1060-1100 HP 

Another easy battle.Always the same strategy. 

After the battle,Herman with his Gojulas the Ogre, 
O'Connell with his Liger Aero,Ford with his Gravity 
Bison and Krueger with his Gun Blaster will join you. 

Finally,you are now able to go to the BD Headquarters. 
The headquarters are south of the Rock City.If you 
look in your map,it is left of the two large mountain 
lines in the southwest continent in the very south of 
it. 

BD BASE 1 FLOOR 

Upon entering,head north and into the building.When 
inside the building,head north until you come to an 
intersection.Head right and follow the path all the way 
to the north to find a chest with 15400G.Head a little 
south,left and south again into a narrow path to find 
another a chest with a ShockWav item.Get out of the 
narrow corridor and head left until you come to another 
intersection.This intersection is the one just above 
the first you encountered.Head north until you can't 
anymore.Then,head left,all the way south and left again 
to find another chest containing a CA Ion M item.Now, 
continue north and follow the path to reach the next 
floor. 

Open the chest near you to find an EProtector weapon. 
Head south and you will face an intersection.Head left, 
ignore the first path to the south and follow the next 
one to find a chest with 15700G.Follow the path south 
and go right into the small room for another chest with 
14000G.Keep going south and right to the small room as 
before to find another chest with an A-Lsr Arm weapon. 
Continue south and then right,north,right and north to 
find the entrance of the third floor. 

From the entrance,head all the way right and then north, 
left,north,right,up the narrow corridor for a chest 
with 17200G.Back south,then right and open the chest to 
find the Z Core GS parts.Up to the next floor now. 

From where you start,head left,down and left to leave 
this room and enter another one.Head north to find a 
chest containing 16800G.Back south all the way and then 
south again to find a chest with a CA Ion M item inside. 
Head right to a large room for another chest with 15600G 
and back left.Head all the way to the left and then up 
along the path for the fifth floor. 

Head right and south and then north.When you have an 
option go north again and when you can go either right 
or left,go left.Then go north when you can and prepare 



yourself for a boss battle. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Strum Fury (north): 886-1009 HP 
Strum Fury (south): 1219-1341 HP 
Gojulas the Ogre: 1862-2042 HP 

Somewhat diffcult battle.Make sure you activate your  
Organoid and take out the Strum Furys first as they are  
a pain in the @$$.I hope you brought a lot of healing  
itmes with you too. 

After the battle your party will decide that they should 
destroy this place and start firing.Then they are going 
after Lezard and enter a Whale King.But an good-old pal 
of Zeru will come and challenge him in a 1-on-1 battle 
and you will ofcourse accept. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Geno Flame: 1514-1926 HP 

Very easy battle.Use the Organoid in the first turn and 
you will attack twice a time while she will attack just 
once.Sooner or later she will fall. 

After the battle you will learn where Lezard went,get on 
the Whale King so you can reach him and finally you will 
regain control of your party. 

First things first,go to a city so you can repair your 
Zoids and stock up on healing items. 

Now head to the star-shaped valley in the northern 
continent and enter the cave there. 

DESERT CAVE BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

Here comes another dungeon.Head all the way north from 
the entrance until you find a fork of either right or 
left.Go right as left is a dead end.You will come to 
another fork of either right or down.Go right of you 
want a chest with a CA Ion L item.Now head back and go 
south this time.Follow the path and you will meet an 
intersection of either left or down.Go left for a chest 
with 12000G and then follow the south path.Another fork 
but this time it's either right or down.Go down and 
right for a chest with 19000G.From the chest go left a 
little and south.Then,follow the path left for a chest 
with a ShockWav item.Now head back to the previously 
opened chest and from there go left to reach the "door" 
to the next floor. 

In this floor,follow the path and you will stumble 
upon a chest with a ZC Promo item.Go right and when in 



the fork head north for a chest with the Bloodler Data. 
From there,go all the way right and then south for a 
chest with 16700G.Go back north,a little left and south 
again and you will eventually find the entrance to the 
third floor. 

You have two options.Up-right or down.Go up-right to 
find a chest with an Evactn U item.Now head back and go 
south this time,follow the path and open the chest you 
find there for the Gojulas Giga data.Now back to the 
second floor. 

Back in the 2nd floor,go all the way back to the first 
fork you met.That time you went north.Now go south and 
immediately steer right and up for a chest with a 
CCleaner item.Now go back and this time go right and 
down.Follow the long path to find another chest with 
15000G.Now all the way back again in the first fork.Go 
all the way south and follow that path for the real 
entrance to the third floor. 

From the entrance,go left all the way and then south. 
You will reach a fork.Go south first and open the 
chest there for a X Hispd RG weapon.Go back and left 
this time to reach the entrance to the fourth floor. 

Go south and you will find yourself in an intersection 
of either right or left.Go right and follow the path 
to find a chest with the Sandstorm Deck command.Keep 
going right to find another chest with the Gojulas the 
Ogre data.Now back to the first intersection and go 
left this time.Now up or down?Go up first,then left 
and then all the way down to find a chest with the 
Decoy Deck Command.Go back up and right when you can 
to find another chest with an Evactn U item.Now head 
all the way back to the fork and go south this time. 
You will come to another fork of either right or down. 
To the right is a dead end so go down and follow the 
path.You will finally find what you were looking for: 
Lezard! 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Gojulas Giga: 2050-2120 HP 

I know what you are thinking."What a 1-to-6  battle. 
He must have HP in abundance and power that could 
destroy me in one blow."This is partly true.He has 
a lot of hp,great defence but not that good attack 
power.Just start pounding on him but when he hits you 
make sure you use one of the weakest Zoids to heal 
the damaged ones.This battle will take a while but 
you are not going to lose. 

After the battle,Lezard will get away but you will 
get his Gojulas Giga Zoid.You will be transfered out 
of the cave.Stop in a city for repairs.Now,you will 
have to go south and east of the  BD Base which is  



southwest.You will find a cave there enter it. 

SOUTH RUINS BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

When you enter,head north and you will immediately 
come to an intersection (right,left,north).Go left 
and open the chest there to find an Acclrtr U weapon. 
Go back and north to find a fork of either left or 
right.Go left and up and you will find another fork 
of either up or right.Go up and follow the path to 
find a chest with 13200G.Go back and right this time. 
From the room you currnetly are,head up and you will 
find the entrance to the second floor. 

From the entrance go north to find a chest with the 
Switch Deck Command.Head back to the entrance and go 
ALL the way to the leftand then north.You will end 
up in a large room with two chests.The far right one 
has 15000G and the left one a CA Ion L item.Now head 
south,east and all the way down to a fork of either 
left or right.Go left and open the chest to memorize 
the CoreSecurity2 Deck Command.Head back to the fork 
and go north to reach another fork of either right or 
left.Don't go right because you will get back to the 
entrance so go left and follow the path to find the 
door to the third floor. 

From the entrance go all the way left to find a chest 
with 21000G.Now go back to the entrance and go north. 
Follow the path and you will reach a fork of either 
down or left.If you go left and follow the a little 
confusing path you will come to a chest with the  
Distrbd Deck Command.Now go back and follow the path 
south.A scene will take place and you will end up 
battling. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Berserk Fury (north): 240-440 HP 
Berserk Fury (middle): 240-490 HP 
Berserk Fury (south): 240-488 HP 

I don't know why I put this as a boss battle in the 
first place.It's very easy.You don't need advice for 
this.....or do you? 

After the battle proceed to the fourth floor.Follow the 
path south,west and then north.You will find a fork of 
either right or left.Go right,north and left for the 
next and fifth floor. 

Go south and you will come to a fork of either down or 
right.Go all the way down to find a chest with an 
Evactn U item.Now go all the way right and north until 
you get into battle of which you can't retreat.Win the 
battle (don't worry,it's very easy) and go north.A 
scene will take place.Another boss battle: 



<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Death Saurer: 4178-4228 

Talking about a lot of HP huh?It's like battling Lezard 
so you should use the same strategy.This battle will 
take longer but don't worry.Just make sure not to run 
out of healing items. 

After the battle,your enemy will disappear and you once 
again will be transported out of the cave.As always,go 
somewhere for the necessary repairs and then go to the 
previously visited BD BASE but don't enter it.From there 
go east beyond the mountains and you will see an arena. 
Land there and enter. 

GHOST DOME

When you enter and after a little chat,guess what.... 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Death Saurer: 2866-3216 HP 

Fewer HP than the previous Death Saurer but it's attacks 
are lethal.Use same strategy as before but if you can 
afford it,use the back-row Zoids only for healing. 

You will be transported outside of the dome.Go to a 
city for repairs and buy some items too.Now head to the 
cave north of the dome you were before. 

BRETON CAVE BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

Another dungeon (I can't stand it).Anyway,from the start 
head all the way left and then all the way north to find 
a chest with a FusionArm X weapon.Now head back south, 
right and north.Then all the way to the right until you 
come to a fork of either down or right.Go down and left 
for a chest with 23000G.Then back up and right along the 
path.You will eventually come to a fork of either right 
or left.Go to the right for a chest with the Z Core SL 
parts or to the left for the next floor. 

From the entrance,go down a bit and left for a fork of 
up or down.Follow the path up for an Evactn U item.Now 
follow the path down and when you have to choose between 
two paths up,follow the second for a chest with 18200G. 
Go back and follow the path right,up and all the way to 
the left for the third floor. 

Follow the path and choose the left one when it splits 
for a chest with the King's Way Deck Command.Now go to 
the right one all the way down for the fourth floor. 

Follow the path there until it splits up in a right one 



and a down one.Leave the right path (dead end) and head 
down,right,up,left,down again and right for a battle. 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Geno Hydra KA (down-right): 1343-1463 HP 
Geno Scissors (up-right): 974-1458 HP 
Geno Flame (down-left): 884-1290 HP 
Geno Trooper (up-left): 1352-1668 HP 

Neither difficult nor easy.They have strong attacks but 
low hp.Take them out with this order: u-r,d-r,u-l,d-l. 

After the battle,go to a city for the repairs and head 
back to the cave you were.Now head north east and you 
will see a cave surrounded by mountains.That's your 
destination.Land there and enter it. 

CENTL. RUINS BASEMENT 1 FLOOR 

Go north and at the fork go all the way left and up for 
a chest with a Generator+ weapon.From where you are head 
all the way down for another chest with the Link Support 
Deck Command.Now back to the fork and right this time. 
Go all the way right and down for a chest with 20000G. 
Head back up,a bit left and up for another fork of left 
or right.Go right and follow the path for a chest with a 
CA Ion L item.Go back to the fork and go left this time. 
Another fork of either up or left.Go left all the way 
and up for the next floor. 

Follow the path to find a fork of left or right.Go all 
the way to the right for a fork of either up or down. 
Up is a dead end so go down all the way,then left and in 
the first chance up for the next floor. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

NOTE by Scotty Welch <bucngator311@yahoo.com>: 

I found a ZC promo item and a Thick SA weapon after 
going from the enterance to floor 3 on the opposite 
side of the enterance to floor 2 and going following 
the path straight down. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

From the entrance,go down,right,down a bit,left and down 
for two exits.Choose the right one and follow the long 
path to find a chest with 23000G.Now go back and take 
the left one for a Core+ Unit weapon.Back again at the 
two exits.From there,go up,left to find a chest with a 
CA Ion L item.From there go up and follow the path to 
the entrance of the floor.From the entrance,go right and 
into the small room for a chest with an O Camouf. X 
weapon.Now get out of the room and go up for a fork of 
either left or right.Go to the left for a chest with 
25500G and from there go right and up for the fourth 



floor. 

Go all the way down (ignore the exut for now) and take 
a left turn for a chest with an Evactn U item.Go back 
and take the right for a CA Ion L item.Now go through 
the entrance you ignored before. 

Go down and form the large room head left and up for a 
chest with a Psn Cloud weapon.Back in the large room 
and this time go right and up for a chest with 25500G. 
Back to the large room.This time head down,follow one 
of the paths (it's the same) and then go down by either 
path (again,it's the same).Enter the door to the 6th 
floor. 

From the entrance,head right,up,right and up to find a 
chest with the Data Gather. 2 Deck command.Now head 
down and left to find a large path up.Follow it for the 
7th floor.

Head a bit left and all the way down for a chest with 
a Buster Cn. weapon.Go right and enter the gap in the 
wall.A long scene will take place as well as the boss  
battle: 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Death Meteor: 3151-3391 HP 

After you deliver him this amount of damage a scene will 
be triggered and after the scene you will resume the 
battle: 

Death Meteor: 7098-7338 HP 

It is one of the final battles but it is not as hard as 
I had expected.I had the front row always attack while  
the back row use CA Ion L items to repair the other ones 
and if it is possible,attack sometimes.Death Meteor has 
a lot of HP but it should not be a problem.I used about 
23 items so I hope you have that much (I had bought 99). 

After the battle,Juno will join you and you will learn 
the Juno's Prayer deck command.When you are asked if you 
want to discuss strategy choose yes to memorise the 
Strategy Meet deck command.You will find yourself in a 
room.Go up and talk to Juno.A scene will take place and 
Bit will leave your party.After another long scene you 
get to fight the final boss of the game: 

<------------> 
< BOSS BATTLE> 
<------------> 

Death Meteor: 5711-6119 HP 

Now this is what I call a final battle.He doesn't have 
that much HP but when he uses his ZOS then you are in 



for big trouble.For this battle,I had only Zeru with his 
Organoid attack while the others either use items or use 
shields on them so they are protected.In the end, every 
zoid of mine was destroyed except Zeru so we had a 1 - 1 
battle.I finally won.Good luck with the battle!! 

AFTER THE BATTLE, ENJOY THE ENDING!!!!!! 
YOU DESERVED IT!!!!!! 

<-----------------------------------------> 
< THINGS YOU CAN DO AFTER THE FINAL BATTLE> 
<-----------------------------------------> 

After the ending and the credits,you will be asked to 
save the clear data.Say yes and now you can continue the 
game after the final battle.You start the game near the 
Sandstorm arena.Enter it and go to the zoidshop.There a 
scene will take place and you will memorise the Deck 
Command Fiona'sPrayer.Now you can talk to this old man 
and raise the emotions of Pulse. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

NOTE by Daniel Nguyen <sparkzinthedark@hotmail.com>: 

I lost against the Death Meteor. So since I lost against  
the zoid I got sent back to Sandstrom. There I talked to  
the old man got pulse's emotioins raised. So I practially 
got through the game without doing what I was supposed to  
do. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Another thing you can do now is finish the Zoid battles 
in all arenas.Every arena has 5 battles and if you were 
guided completely by my walkthrough then you should have 
missed some of them. 

You can also learn the L.Gale Gattai from the scientist 
in the zoidshop in Live town.Also in Live Town you can 
take part in an Extra Tournament. 

1st Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Pierce 

After the battle, Pierce will join you along with her 
Pteramander Zoid. 

2nd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Mary 

After the battle, Mary will join you and you will get 
the Ultra Saurus data. 

3rd Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Raven 

After the battle,Raven along with his Geno Breaker and 
Rease with her Psycho G Sau. will join you.You will get 
the Psycho G Sau. data too. 

4th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Stoller 



After the battle,Stoller with his Mad Thunder will join 
you.You will also get the Mad Thunder data 

5th Battle: Team Zeru vs Team Vega 

After the battle,Vega with his Berserk Fury Z Zoid will 
join you. 

Also,the prize for winning the Extra Tournament is the 
Proven Hero Deck Command. 

Also, this info comes from medamasters174@yahoo.ca: 

"I found this valley place just north of Mount Town by the 
sea.All ,and I mean all the good Zoids (Fuzor Dragon, Chimera 
dragon,Death Meteor (yup you read well) etc. can be found there". 

2)DATABASE
----------

 ______________ 
{CHARACTER DATA} 
{______________} 

 _______________ 
[Chaotic Century] 
[_______________] 

NAME: Van Freiheit 
TITLE: Zoids Rider 
CHARACTER INFO:A Zoids-loving boy,who used to live in 
Wind Colony.He encounters Fiona and an Organoid Zeke at 
ancient ruins.Now he travels looking for Fiona's past. 
Rides Blade Liger. 

NAME: Fiona 
TITLE: Ancient Zoidian 
CHARACTER INFO:She wakes up and is found by Van at 
ancient ruins.She travels with Van,in search of her 
birth secret.She is found to be a descendant of ancient 
Zoidians.A natural airhead. 

NAME: Irvine 
TITLE: Prize Hunter 
CHARACTER INFO:He was after Zeke,Van's Organoid,but he 
becomes friends with Van while traveling together.Rider 
of Command Wolf.His eye patch is actually a camera that 
records images. 

NAME: Moonbay 
TITLE: Supplier 
CHARACTER INFO:A supplier in the wasteland.She ends up 
traveling with Van.She is like a sister to Van and 
Fiona,being nice sometimes and strict other times.Her 
theme music is very well known. 



NAME: Stinger 
TITLE: Prize Hunter 
CHARACTER INFO:A prize hunter,who is after Van.Contrary 
to his feminine looks,he is cruel and sly,often using 
weapons such as poison gas.His only orders at bars are 
milk for beauty and health purposes. 

NAME: Gunther Proitzen 
TITLE: General (G) 
CHARACTER INFO:Gunther P. Guylos Empire's former general 
and later regent.He plots to kill Rudolph to become 
Emperor himself.He schemes to revive Death Saurer and 
rule the world. 

NAME: Zeke
TITLE: Organoid 
CHARACTER INFO:A white organoid and Van's parter.It has 
power to strengthen Zoids.Just like Fiona,he is found by 
Van at the ancient ruins. 

 _______________ 
[Guardian Force ] 
[_______________] 

REPUBLIC FORCE 
-------------- 

NAME: Van Freiheit 
TITLE: Guardian Force 
CHARACTER INFO:Fought a Death Saurer 2 years ago.He  
grows up to be a top-notch Zoids rider under Krueger. 
He becomes a member of Guardian Force,an organization 
founded by the Republic and Imperial Forces to ensure 
peace. 

NAME: Fiona 
TITLE: Ancient Zoidian 
CHARACTER INFO:Born Elisi Linette.Her memory of an  
ancient Zoidian returns and, she works as Dr.D's superb 
assistant,but she starts working with Van again.Still an 
airhead. 

NAME: Irvine 
TITLE: Prize Hunter 
CHARACTER INFO:He is a profesional prize hunter after 
Death Saurer battle,but later works with Van and Thoma 
of the Guardian Force. 

NAME: Moonaby 
TITLE: Supplier 
CHARACTER INFO:Even after the Death Saurer battle,she 
still works with Guardian Force's Van.Herman puts her in 
charge of operation of Ultra Saurus,which is later used 
for her personal use. 

NAME: Rob Herman 
TITLE: Colonel (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A Republic Captain and later Colonel.He 
meets Van on the Red River Front and finds Van's 



incredible power.Stubborn,but is deeply trusted by his 
subordinates for he is always on the frontline.He is 
also the son of Republic's President. 

NAME: Ford
TITLE: Lieutenent (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A Lieutenent for the Republic Force.He 
aides Col.Krueger.Sometimes he is the acting commander 
for Colonel.Not flashy but a diligent strategist. 

NAME: O'Connell 
TITLE: 1st Lieutenent (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:1st Lieutenent of the Republic Force.He 
aides Herman.Together with Herman,he puts himself on the 
frontline.Like Herman,he is stubborn. 

NAME: Krueger 
TITLE: Colonel (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A Republic Colonel.A reserve officer but 
during the invasion by Guylos Empire,he returns to 
active duty and becomes Republic's commanding officer. 
A magician in battlefield with surprise tactics.He went 
to school with Van's father. 

NAME: Dr.D
TITLE: Zoids Researcher 
CHARACTER INFO:Once a famous scientist of the Republic, 
but after retirement,he's experimented with snowmaking. 
He becomes active again due to urgent need of combat 
forces.Provides Van with material and moral support.He 
puts salt in his coffee. 

IMPERIAL FORCE 
-------------- 

NAME: Karl L. Schwarz 
TITLE: Colonel (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Karl L.S. Imperial Force Major and later 
Colonel,leading the 1st armor division.Comes from a 
family of famous warriors and great commanders in past 
battles.Good or bad,he is often the chosen one. 

NAME: Thoma L. Schwarz 
TITLE: Guardian Force 
CHARACTER INFO:Thoma L.S. Imperial Force Lieut.A Guar. 
Force member.Thoma is the younger brother of Col.Karl 
L.Schwarz.He develops AI Beak,which he claims is better 
than an Organoid.Love at 1st sight with Fiona. 

NAME: Royal Mask 
TITLE: Ala Barone 
CHARACTER INFO:A mysterious Zoids rider,who rescues Van 
with Storm Sworder.He resembles Rudolph,Emperor of 
Guylos Empire,but nobody knows who really is. 

NAME: Red Mask 
TITLE: Ala Barone 
CHARACTER INFO:A mysterious Zoids rider,who rescues Van 
with Storm Sworder.Leader of the Desert Alcavaledo Gang. 
Resembles Rosso,but identity's unknown. 



NAME: Purple Mask 
TITLE: Ala Barone 
CHARACTER INFO:A mysterious Zoids rider,who rescues Van 
with Storm Sworder.The only female of the Desert 
Alcavaledo Gang.Resembles Viola,but her identity is 
unknown. 

OTHER
-----

NAME: Raven 
TITLE: Zoids Rider 
CHARACTER INFO:After being defeated by Van,he loses his 
memory and wanders around.Since his memory came back,he 
has been active in battles with Hiltz invitation. 

NAME: Rease 
TITLE: Ancient Zoidian 
CHARACTER INFO:An ancient Zoidian with Specular,a blue 
Organoid.Good at psycological attacks.A loner.After 
being betrayed by Hiltz,he travels with Raven,who saves 
his life. 

NAME: Shadow 
TITLE: Organoid 
CHARACTER INFO:A black Organoid and partner of Raven. 
Once destroyed by Hiltz,but he is revived. 

NAME: Specular 
TITLE: Organoid 
CHARACTER INFO:Rease's blue Organoid. 

NAME: Hiltz 
TITLE: Ancient Zoidian 
CHARACTER INFO:Ancient Zoidian,who schemes against the 
Guardian Force.Tries to revive Death Stinger and Death 
Saurer and destroy the world. 

 _______________ 
[  Zoids ZERO   ] 
[_______________] 

BLITZ TEAM
----------

NAME: Bit Cloud 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:Main character of the Zero Series.He 
travels around as a junk dealer.Becomes a Blitz Team 
member when encountering Liger Zero in Zoids battles. 

NAME: Leena Tros 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:Dr.Tros'daughter and a Blitz Team member. 
Cute face,but she fights like a bull.A self-centered 
trounle maker,like her father?? 

NAME: Ballad Hunter 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 



CHARACTER INFO:B.Hunter.A freelance warrior.Pretends to 
be a stingy man,but his heart is pure and gentle. 
Employed by the Blitz Teamn 

NAME: Jimmy Hemeros 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:J.Hemeros.As Assistant to Dr.Tros,he 
works as Blitz' strategic commander and mechanic. 
Normally calm and gentle,but he turns into Wild Eagle 
when his flying Zoids exceeds the speed of sound. 

NAME: Dr.Tros 
TITLE: Director 
CHARACTER INFO:Team's director and mechanic.Seems to 
have great skills,but at times nobody is sure what he's 
thinking about.Rumor says he's only a Zoids maniac. 
Father of Leon and Leena. 

BACK DRAFT TEAM 
--------------- 

NAME: Alteil 
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:Official of Back Draft,who plots to 
rule the world instead of Zoids Battle Union,which 
disappears with time-space fusion.An ambitious man who 
teams up even with Terra Geist in search of powerful 
Zoids and Zoids warriors. 

NAME: Hooma 
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:Leader of Back Draft,a mercenary group. 
She receives orders from Alteil to attack the main 
character.

NAME: Stoller Stigma 
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:S.Stigma.Back Draft's warrior.Comes out 
of retirement to do Zoids battles at Alteil's request 
and through his encounter with Bit. 

NAME: Pierce 
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:Back Draft's leader.Good at air combats. 
She fights against Bit and Jimmy many times. 

NAME: Vega
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:The boy who rides a Zoids called 
Yltimate X or Berserk Fury.Excellent Zoids warrior,who 
can predict future locations. 

NAME: Volta 
TITLE: Back Draft 
CHARACTER INFO:Back Draft's Zoids warrior.He helps 
search Terra Geist's Juno at Alteil's request,but 
captures Juno outwitting Leviathe. 

NAME: Raon
TITLE: Director 



CHARACTER INFO:He's Dr.Tros' rival since their college 
days.He challenges Bit in Zoids battles many times but 
loses every time.Later recruited to Back Draft. 

NAME: Dark Judgeman 
TITLE: Umpire 
CHARACTER INFO:Umpire for dark battles of the Back 
Draft Team.His decisions are forceful.No protests are 
allowed. 

OTHER
-----

NAME: Leon Tros 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A former member of the Blitz Team.In 
search of his dream Zoids,he goes off for warrior 
training and encounters Red Blade Liger.Later,he teams 
up with Naomi.Son of Dr.Tros and older brother of  
Leena. 

NAME: Naomi Fluegel 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:Aka 'Red Comet' and a master shooter. 
N.Fluegel.She's a beautiful female warrior.A loner and 
keeps winning 1-on-1 battles.After being saved by Leon, 
they form a team together. 

NAME: Kirkland 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A warrior of the Tigers Team with three 
Zaber Fangs.Leader of the team.He has a strong dialect. 
The team's in a losing streak after their defeat to the 
Blitz Team. 

NAME: Omari 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A warrior of the Tigers Team with three 
Zaber Fangs.Speaks with strong dialect. 

NAME: Lineback 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A warrior of the Tigers Team with three 
Zaber Fangs.Speaks with strong dialect. 

NAME: Harry Champ 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:Born to be a champion.With his financial 
resources,he buys best Zoids.Leader of the Champ Team. 
He has a crush on Leena.He thinks he is as good as Bit. 

NAME: Mary Champ 
TITLE: Spoiled Girl 
CHARACTER INFO:Harry's older sister.A daughter of a 
rich man,and collecting Zoids is her hobby.After 
falling in love with Bit's Liger Zero,she challenges 
Bit in Zoids battles. 

NAME: Benjamin 
TITLE: Self-Controlled AI 



CHARACTER INFO:Member of Champ Team,led by Harry Champ. 
During a battle,it falls in love with Judgeman.Self- 
Controlled AI 

NAME: Sebastian 
TITLE: Self-Controlled AI 
CHARACTER INFO:Member of Champ Team led by Harry Champ. 
Indispensable one with common sense. 

NAME: Jack Cisco 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A wandering gambler in search of prize 
money.With Lightning Saix,he's employed by various 
teams and often faces Bit. 

NAME: Judgeman 
TITLE: Umpire 
CHARACTER INFO:Sent by the Zoids Battle Union.An 
official umpire,but...The Judge System now seems to be 
secretly controlled by Back Draft. 

 _______________________ 
[Liger Zero:Silver Beast] 
[_______________________] 

NAME: Alster 
TITLE: Zoids Rider 
CHARACTER INFO:Main character of Game Boy's Liger Zero: 
Mythical Silver Beast.On his way back to the adventurous 
subterrain world,he gets involved in time-space fusion 
and meets the main character. 

NAME: Palty 
TITLE: Subterrain 
CHARACTER INFO:Heroine of Game Boy's Liger Zero:Mythical  
Silver Beast.She followed Alster on his adventure. 

NAME: Solid 
TITLE: Captain (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Alster's rival in Game Boy's Liger Zero: 
Mythical Silver Beast.Although an Imperial warrior,he 
ends up traveling with Alster. 

NAME: Blue Gem 
TITLE: Zoids Technician 
CHARACTER INFO:Zoids Technician,who saves the main 
character of Game Boy's Liger Zero:Mythical Silver 
Beast.Coming from the most far away future in the time- 
spaced fused world he acts as Advisor to the main 
character.

 __________ 
[Zoids Saga] 
[__________] 

NAME: Dr.T
TITLE: Zoids Researcher 
CHARACTER INFO:He got involved in time-space fusion 
caused by a lab accident while experimenting on Zoids 
Overload System found at the Arcadia Kingdom ruins. 



Rescued by the main character,the two pursue a mission 
to get the world back to normal.A Zoids maniac. 

NAME: Athle Arcadia 
TITLE: Prince (A) 
CHARACTER INFO:A.Arcadia.Main character of the previous 
story.Fights against the Imperial Force,who is after 
Time-Space Transmission Unit or Arcadia Kingdom's 
legacy.Searching for Dr.D and a way to go back to 
Arcadia Kingdom. 

NAME: Regina Cuori 
TITLE: Beast Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:One of the Three Beast Warriors of 
Arcadia Kingdom.Governess and supervisor for Athle, a 
descendant of ancient Zoidians.Serious and responsible, 
but a bit nosy.Very knowledgeable about ancient 
technology. 

NAME: Earth Kreuz 
TITLE: Beast Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:One of the Three Beast Warriors of 
Arcadia Kingdom.He is a former officer of the Guylos 
Imperial Force.He supports Athle as one of the Beasts. 
Usually quiet but his words are vicious.Good at close 
combats. 

NAME: Jack Spade 
TITLE: Beast Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:One of the Three Beast Warriors of 
Arcadia Kingdom.A former officer of Helic Republic 
Force.Leader of Athle's Three Beasts.He is a man of 
common sense. 

NAME: Blood Keel 
TITLE: Best Four (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Once fought against Athle as one of the 
Best Four of the Imperial Force.He was missing for a 
while but comes back at time-space fusion time. 
Currently works for Gard but apparently he has an 
ulterior motive. 

NAME: Flam Vogel 
TITLE:Best Four (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Once fought against Athle as one of the 
Best Four of the Imperial Force.Often faces Earth of 
the Three Beasts,who is from the Empire. 

NAME: Gale Task 
TITLE: Best Four (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Once fought against Athle as one of the 
Best Four of the Imperial Force.A former Republic 
warrior.He taught Jack of the Three Beasts. 

NAME: Opis Kerone 
TITLE: Best Four (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:Once fought against Athle as one of the 
Best Four of the Imperial Force.Once a Zoids researcher 
for the Empire but forced to leave because of dangerous 
experiments.A mad scientist. 



 ________ 
[Zoids VS]
[________]

NAME: Zan Fel 
TITLE: Corporal (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A member of Blue Unicorn,a prototype 
experiment group of the Republic Force.Excitable and 
simple-minded,but he could be intuitive,also.Good at 
handling Zoids and understanding Zoids' will. 

NAME: Tita Breeze 
TITLE: Corporal (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A member of Blue Unicorn,a prototype 
experiment group of the Republic Force.Zan's childhood 
friend.Joined the Force following Zan.An admirer of 
Zan,but she has not told him.Good at shooting but 
easily shot at,too. 

NAME: Albane Nimbus 
TITLE: Captain (R) 
CHARACTER INFO:A.Nimbus.Leader of Blue Unicorn,a 
prototype experiment group of the Republic Force.His 
past battle experience leads him to raising new 
warriors.Good at everything but best at strategic 
command. 

NAME: Reiner Granat 
TITLE: Corporal (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:R.Granat.A member of Rottiger,the 
Imperial Special Mission Military Police,hunting 
down the surviving members of the Zenebas Emprire. 
Son of a wealthy man.He is handsome and snobbish. 
High potential to be a Zoids rider.Zan's rival. 

NAME: Claudia Diamant 
TITLE: Lieutenent (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:C.Diamant.Lieutenent of Rottiger,the 
Imperial Special Mission Military Police.She comes 
from a family of elite warriors and is prideful.Max 
used to be her boss,but the situation is reversed 
now.Appointed leader of Rottiger. 

NAME: Max Rubin 
TITLE: Sergeant (I) 
CHARACTER INFO:A member of Rottiger,the Imperial 
Special Mission Military Police.Great warrior but is 
not promoted because he talks too much.Asked by 
Claudia,his former subordinate,he joins Rottiger. 

NAME: Lezard Char 
TITLE: Terra Geist 
CHARACTER INFO:Used to be an excellent warrior of the 
Zenebas Empire but was forced to leave because of a 
plot against him.Now a Terra Geist member.As a spy,he 
succeeds to obtain important secrets of the Republic. 

NAME: Leviathe Kanone 
TITLE: Terra Geist 



CHARACTER INFO:L.Kanone.Orphaned by the war but saved 
by Gard,receiving elite training to be a Zoids pilot. 
He absolutely believes in Gard.Caught off guard,he is 
defeated by the main character but faces him many 
times. 

 ____________ 
[Zoids Legacy] 
[____________] 

NAME: Zeru
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:Main character of this story.While 
traveling as Zoids-flying mercenary,he becomes a Zoids 
warrior after being involved in time-space fusion.Born 
with a big family secret he's not aware of. 

NAME: Juno Hera 
TITLE: Zoids Warrior 
CHARACTER INFO:A Zoids-riding girl the main character 
meets after the time-space fusion.She has no memory of 
her past.Terra Geist,a secret organization,is after 
her.A genius Zoids rider. 

NAME: Pulse 
TITLE: Organoid 
CHARACTER INFO:A leopard-shaped Organoid.Found by Dr.T 
at the Arcadia Kingdom's ruins and becomes main 
character's partner later.It has ZOS,a special system 
to strengthen Zoids. 

NAME: Gard Krueger 
TITLE: Terra Geist 
CHARACTER INFO:Official Terra Geist,a group that plots 
to revive Zenebas Empire.Once fought against Zan,he's 
been missing.He teams up with Back Draft Team after the 
time-space fusion incidents. 

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ITEMS AND WEAPONS COMING 
SOON........ 
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